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Relibase+

Storage and analysis of
macromolecular structural data

Relibase+ is a web-based system for the secure
storage and in-depth analysis of both public and
proprietary structural data.

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre

Store
Relibase+ provides a complete solution for the secure storage and management
of both public and proprietary structural data.

• Single solution: Relibase+ [1-3] provides a central repository for all experimental
X-ray and NMR protein structures, computationally derived macromolecular
models, and protein-ligand structural data.

• Build local databases: In addition to searching structures in the public domain,
organisations can build their own local secure repositories that are then searchable
either independently of, or in conjunction with, the PDB.

• Comprehensive coverage: With comprehensive coverage of the PDB and regular
updates via the web of newly deposited structures, you can have full confidence
that your Relibase+ searches are returning all relevant structural data.

• Fully curated: Each structure uploaded to Relibase+ undergoes extensive validation
and processing including the accurate assignment of ligand atom and bond types,
generation of ligand diagrams, and pre-calculation of crystal packing environments
around ligand binding sites [4]. Detailed information about the water structure of
each entry and descriptors for individual water molecules are generated [5], and
comprehensive secondary structure assignments are made [6, 7].

Easily archive single or multiple proprietary structure files using
Relibase+’s web-based data processing graphical user interface.

Communicate
Relibase+ is the ideal platform for sharing structural data and results across your
organisation.

• Disseminate data and results: With an intuitive and easily accessible web-browser
interface, Relibase+ enables vital structural data to be communicated across your
entire organisation. Clear 3D visualisation, comprehensive hitlist management, and
extensive export options further facilitate the sharing of results.

• Customise and annotate: With customisable data fields you can annotate protein
The Relibase+ interface listing all database hits matching
a neuraminidase text search. The structure in the 3D view
shows a ligand binding site in PDB entry 2hu4, the drug
Oseltamivir complexed with neuraminidase from the avian
flu virus.

and ligand structures and link to data from external bioinformatics resources.
Additional content including in-house reports and auxiliary files can also be easily
incorporated into Relibase+.

• Integrate: Relibase+ can be readily integrated with other software and databases
[8] allowing you to improve access to structural data and increase interactions
between researchers. A dedicated Python scripting environment allows you to
construct complex queries and create custom applications and workflows.
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Analyse
Relibase+ features advanced and highly flexible search and analysis tools allowing
chemical knowledge to be readily extracted from your raw structural data.

• Powerful search tools: Data mining is the first step of every structural biology
project. Use Relibase+ to search on text, 2D substructure, SMILES and SMARTS
strings. 3D protein-ligand interaction searches can be easily performed using the
integrated sketcher allowing you to understand and assess the interactions that
are important to molecular recognition in protein-ligand systems [3, 9].
Sophisticated automatic superimposition and detailed analysis of related binding
sites allow you to identify protein flexibility, ligand overlap, and conserved water
positions [3].

• Structure validation: Relibase+ allows you to quickly assess the quality of protein
Results of a cavity similarity search. The ligand (green) is the
active site ligand of PDB entry 1GAL while the surface around the
ligand corresponds to the active site of 1XEL. The pseudocentres
(dots) and surfaces around the ligand are coloured relative to
their property; aliphatic, aromatic or pi (grey); acceptor (red);
donor-acceptor (purple).

models, probe water mediated protein-ligand interactions, and identify potentially
erroneous water molecules [10, 11]. Quickly determine whether crystal packing
effects influence ligand binding [4, 11]. Validate the geometries of bound ligands
and assess binding site interactions by exploiting knowledge derived from the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [11].

• Risk assessment: Identify interesting chemistry and predict cross-activity by
searching across ligand, protein and cavity chemical space. The cavity similarity
search method compares cavities through their surface properties and topologies,
thus allowing you to detect unexpected similarities between structures even when
they have no obvious primary- or secondary-structure relationship [12-15]. The
cavity comparison in Relibase+ has been used to derive alternative family trees
for both protein kinases[16] and G-protein-coupled receptors[17].

Case Studies
Case studies illustrating how Relibase+ is being used to address a diverse range of
research problems are available from the CCDC website.
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Evaluations
To request an evaluation copy of Relibase+, please contact admin@ccdc.cam.ac.uk

Supported platforms
Relibase+ is a client-server application.

• The server installation is supported on Linux platforms
• The client runs on popular web browsers on Windows and Linux operating systems
For a full list of supported platforms and operating systems visit the CCDC website.

Related products
The CSDS is an integrated suite of tools comprising the following software
components:
Relibase: A subset of Relibase+ functionality is available free of charge to academic
users from http://relibase.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/
GOLD: An accurate and versatile solution for protein-ligand docking. Rigorously
validated, and highly configurable, GOLD has proven success in virtual screening, lead
optimisation, and identifying the correct binding mode of active molecules.
SuperStar: Predicting Intermolecular Interactions Using Experimental Data.
Thoroughly validated, and utilising both CSD and PDB data, SuperStar allows you to
predict intermolecular interactions with confidence.
The Cambridge Structural Database System: The world’s repository of
experimentally determined small molecule structures. Comprehensive of the
published literature and fully curated, the CSD is an essential resource to scientists
around the world.
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